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Yeah! Midnightman has all the advantages comic hero needs: He's good looking, muscular and
has quite something in his pants. By the way: He's never tired of adventures and happens to
stumble from one breathtaking story into the next. We don't know why he always has to fight
against hunky maniacs who evoke greedy, well-hung demons with their fully loaded cannons.
But honestly: Do we care? The important thing is that IcemanBlue's comics are an awful lot of
fun, damned hot and make you want more. What more could we ask?

About the AuthorIceman Blue was born in Israel and raised in the U.S.A. He studied computer
animation in college, but found himself more interested in creating traditional illustrations by
hand instead. After graduation, he found employment in the mainstream comic book industry as
an Inker. Somewhere along the way, he created his internet alter ego of Iceman Blue so he could
showcase illustrations of his favorite characters in more provocative poses. It wasn't long before
custom commissions started coming in and what started out as a fun would take on a life of its
own and become a full time job. These days, Iceman Blue is focused on creating and promoting
his own original stories and concepts, such as 'Midnightman'. He currently resides in sunny
California with his sweetheart and continues to bring his fans sexy new art each and every
month.
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Lost Fantasy Hero (Class Comics)



DramaKnightster, “Love it.. Male comic erotica. The item is new, colorful, and beautiful. The
stories could be better. The art is great and exaggerated. The artist will emphasize the male
reproductive organ as expected in fantasy comic art. I am pleased with with book. The book has
more or less than 50 colorful pages. Worth the purchase.”

Russell S, “Muscle toons. I guess that is what we can call this but I found the story to be what I
had expected and the main character to be what I expected, too. This is the story of Midnight
Man, a burglar, if you will. He gets caught and undergoes all kinds of sexual stuff and this is by
Bruno Gmunder, so you know everyone is endowed. This isn't bad but not great either, you can
get it of not, yes, I am being very wishy washy. Midnight Man is very attractive, though.”

Edward Bartow, “A very fun set of scenarios in these scenes. A very fun set of scenarios in these
scenes. I wish the sex was a little more down in dirty though.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome! I love it. Awesome!I love it.Wish you had more gay graphic
comics.”

bill keeran, “Five Stars. they were great”

Gwen Jarvis, “Five Stars. thanks.”

The book by Dan Mendoza has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 11 people have provided feedback.
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